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New York City–based American artist Daniel Arsham fashions 
sculptures of objects dating from classical antiquity to the present 

day that appear to have been unearthed by archaeologists years 
from now, thereby confounding the past, present and future

BY Y-JEAN MUN-DELSALLE
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A rchitecture was Mr. Daniel Arsham’s first love.  
 However, as fate would have it, his application  
 to architecture school at The Cooper Union  
 in New York City was rejected, so he ended  
 up studying at the college’s equally well-known  
 art school instead. “I also didn’t get in initially 

to the art program, so I applied again and eventually got in,” the 
Cleveland-born, Miami-raised artist, 39, discloses. “I don’t know 
if I would have lasted in architecture school there. Architecture has 
rules to it. Obviously there’s a reasoning behind it, but it’s a bit more 
rigid than I’m interested in engaging with.” 

Then after graduating, a number of the artworks he was creating 
manipulated architectural surfaces, so it soon became necessary 
to collaborate with an architect, which led to the formation of 
Snarkitecture, the design and architecture studio he co-founded with 
Alex Mustonen in 2007 occupying the same space as his art studio 
in Queens. “So I’ve gotten back to it without actually being the one 
to do the architecture work. My role there is to come in, critique 
and alter, more as a kind of advisor and critic,” he notes. True to 
his dreams of being a builder, with Snarkitecture, he has designed 
boutiques for fashion brands Kith and COS, a giant pillow fort in 
California comprising hundreds of cushions to stack and climb, and 
an artificial beach made from nearly one million recyclable plastic 
balls inside the National Building Museum in Washington, D.C. In 
the meantime, his artistic creations make architecture do things it’s 
not supposed to do: figures burst forth from flat surfaces, the skin of 
a room’s walls are pulled together and tied into a knot, and there are 
environments with eroded walls and stairs going nowhere.

Counterbalancing Mr. Arsham’s architectural desire to construct is 
his seeming obsession with decomposition, having witnessed the 
destruction of his own house as a child when Hurricane Andrew 
struck Miami in 1992. He is celebrated for transforming objects of 
the last half-century that have just become obsolete — the original 
Apple computer, Game Boy console, DeLorean car, Mickey Mouse 
phone, Casio keyboard, Sony cassette player, Polaroid camera, 
alarm clock, newspaper dispenser, boombox, radio or film projector 
— into haunting, disintegrating artefacts. Surfaces have been 
painstakingly eroded and riddled with cavities, but his sculptures 
that look like they’re crumbling could also be said to be sprouting 
clusters of crystals, stuck in an ambiguous state between decay and 
growth. They’ve arisen out of a tedious process of trial and error. “I 
studied casting in school, with plaster, resin and things that are quite 
natural, but casting something in a material like ash that needs to 

be coaxed into forming, a lot of it is a kind of material science,” he 
explains. “These crystals that are in the works are real geological 
materials that have their own chemical properties that react 
differently to heat and temperature inside the mold, so not every 
type of mineral that I’ve tested works. Also, the process of creating 
molds of some of these pieces, just the ability within my studio to 
physically make some of the works, I couldn’t have done them 10 
years ago because I didn’t have the knowledge set.”

Having a special relationship with time and memory, Mr. Arsham 
imagines his sculptures as future archaeological finds. It’s as if 
he has taken a time machine and projected himself 1,000 years 
forward. We see symbols of contemporary culture as others 
would discover them centuries from now — what he dubs “future 
relics.” Recreating familiar, everyday objects recognizable around 
the world, he shows them from a new perspective to disrupt 
expectations. A meditation on the passing of time, his works speak 
to us about ideas of loss, impermanence and nostalgia. “I found it 
productive to dislocate myself from a particular moment and be able 
to freely associate with different eras,” he says. 

His exploration of fictional archaeology stems from a research 
trip to Easter Island in 2011 to make paintings of the famous moai 
statues, where he had observed an archaeological expedition. This 
got him thinking about how archaeologists invent stories around 
objects that may not be entirely true, archaeology as a fictionalized 
account of the past, and how he could compress time, bringing 
together the past, present and future. “I started to think, could I 
reverse engineer archaeology?” he remarks. “Could I take an object 
from today and cause it to appear as if it was discovered in the 
future? Certainly I could take an object and paint it to look old, 
but there’s a truth about archaeological objects that has to do with 
their materiality, like the marble, the bronze that we can find, even 
dating back to Greek and Roman Antiquity, so I thought, could I 
remake something in a material like volcanic ash that would have 
this kind of truth embedded within it? These objects feel physically 
like they’re not from this era, even though there’s something that we 
know is from today, so that in some ways the selection of material is 
as important as the visual quality of degradation.”

For the past two years, Mr. Arsham had the rare privilege of 
working alongside the skilled craftsmen of the Réunion des Musées 
Nationaux (RMN) – Grand Palais’ casting workshop in the northern 
suburbs of Paris, which reproduces masterpieces for Europe’s major 
museums, including the Musée d’Orsay in Paris, the Château de 

DANIEL ARSHAM AT GALERIE PERROTIN, 2020
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ASH AND PYRITE ERODED HEAD OF LUCILLE, 2019 (DETAIL)

Adidas sneakers, a Moynat capsule collection, a Louis Vuitton travel 
book and Rimowa luggage. For Dior, he imagined the men’s fashion 
show set in Paris last summer with his interpretation of Christian 
Dior’s office, created various items of clothing and accessories, and 
his objects featured in the brand’s 2020 ad campaign. 

“There’s no way that I can be an expert in all of these fields, but I 
can place myself in proximity to people who know how to do that, 
and I just find it amazing to learn from them,” Mr. Arsham states. 
“Sometimes it’s a collaboration with an individual, but sometimes 
it’s a collaboration with an artist who has been dead for 500 years. 
I think it’s about stepping outside of my own abilities and trying to 
engage with someone else’s. When I first started to do these kinds of 
collaborations, there was a real question of should you be allowing 
your artwork to be placed in this very commercial context and is it 
interesting for you as an artist? Does it denigrate your work and are 
you going to let these brands use your work to position themselves? 
My thinking was the opposite: I’m using the brands for their reach 
and their ability to find an audience, which is not necessarily an art 
audience. The art world and museums in general can be a place that 
is amazing but not accessible to everyone. The collaborations that 

I’ve done and the heavy use of social media to get these works out 
reach an audience that isn’t part of this conversation. They don’t feel 
they’re engaged with it, and they can be through this other vehicle.”

In the pipeline is an exhibition from October 2020 to January 
2021 at the Guimet Museum in Paris, for which Mr. Arsham 
will be making casts from the RMN workshop’s molds of Asian 
antiquities. He describes the role of the artist: “I think it’s to 
reinterpret our everyday lives or culture and to expose the unseen 
things. Sometimes that can be in a very overt way and sometimes 
it can be in a more introspective and quiet way. I’ve never tried to 
be very specific about the meaning of any of my works. They’re an 
introduction to an alternate potential future, so there can be a lot 
read from that, but it’s not about some kind of post-apocalyptic 
idea and not necessarily about art history, but could be. All of these 
things kind of get mixed up within it.” When asked if he hopes his art 
will stand the test of time and eventually become iconic millennia 
from now, he replies, “Certainly it’s the wish of every artist to engage 
with people. My work is really about a conversation that’s engaged 
through the work, and if that can be engaged across time in the 
future, of course that would be interesting to me.” P

the surface, as if eroded over time, and erupting with blue calcite, 
selenite, pyrite, quartz or rose quartz in his trademark crystallization 
technique. 

The multifaceted artist is unafraid to branch out into various fields, 
working across disciplines without distinguishing among them. Ever 
since he co-founded Miami artist-run space The House in 2003, 
collaboration has always been fundamental to him, earning him 
a following far beyond the reaches of museum-going audiences. 
While many are sceptical and don’t accept the commercial aspect 
of an artist’s work, Mr. Arsham refused to limit his creativity and 
understood the power of integrating people outside of the art world, 
arguing that the concept of artist as brand is not new. Therefore, he 
has designed the costumes, lighting and sets for legendary American 
dancer and choreographer Merce Cunningham, collaborated 
with experimental theater impresario Robert Wilson, crafted the 
scenography for the dance performance “Rules of the Game” 
choreographed by Jonah Bokaer with an original score by Pharrell 
Williams, taken care of the artistic direction of clips and album 
covers for Usher, tapped actors such as James Franco and Juliette 
Lewis to star in a science-fiction short film series, and conceived 

Versailles, the British Museum in London, the Kunsthistorisches 
Museum in Vienna, and the Villa Medici in Rome. Granted access 
to the age-old molds and scans of several of the most iconic works in 
art history, he and his New York team set up shop in this 200-year-
old atelier housing a collection of 6,000 molds that retraces the 
entire history of sculpture, from prehistory to the 20th century. 
Choosing mythical statues, depicting Roman emperors, Greek 
gods and Jewish prophets dating as far back as 700 BC to the 
18th century that are firmly rooted in the heritage of humanity and 
referencing how museums have shaped object history, he created 
20 new sculptures, busts and friezes, and a series of graphite 
process drawings, which were on show last month at an exhibition 
entitled “Paris, 3020” at Galerie Perrotin in Paris. Ranging from 
Michelangelo’s Moses in San Pietro in Vincoli in Rome and Bas-
Relief of Nike Detaching her Sandal in the Acropolis Museum in 
Athens, to the Venus de Milo, Venus of Arles, Melpomene, Lady of 
Auxerre, and Sarcophagus with Nereids in the Louvre in Paris,  
Mr. Arsham’s works represent life-size replicas of the original 
sculptures, which he cast in hydrostone in his favored shades of 
black, white and gray, some covered in dark volcanic ash. Arms, legs 
and heads are missing, with degradations seemingly chiseled into 

ROSE QUARTZ ERODED VENUS OF MILO, 2019 (DETAIL) BLUE CALCITE ERODED MOSES, 2019 (DETAIL) QUARTZ ERODED VENUS OF ARLES, 2019
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